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A man rides his donkey on the
pier leading to the historic
island town of Lamu. Motorcycle operators wait for transportation work as donkeys

transporting goods walk past in the old town of Lamu.

A local fisherman descales some of his catch on the causeway
before he can sell it at the historic island town of Lamu.

boda cooperative. “As for me, the moment
I leave my house my aim is to make mon-
ey and thus I am not sure if there’s a her-
itage site that is going to help put a meal
on the table.” Tourism is a major earner
for Lamu but a fragile one. Terrorist
attacks by Al-Shabaab militants, though
rare, blighted for a time Lamu’s reputation
as a peaceful island getaway.

Fishing, which has sustained the archi-
pelago for generations, has also suffered
since construction began on a massive
port to Lamu’s north that will serve as a
major trading gateway to East Africa. The
impact of dredging on the industry has
compounded the effects of overfishing in
Lamu’s idyllic waters, leaving fewer
options for the island’s youth. More
recently, the coronavirus pandemic has
brought that hardship into stark relief.
Kenya imposed strict measures to contain
the spread of the virus, including the brief
closure of its border to international travel,

hitting bottom lines in Lamu where reliable
jobs are scarce. A boda boda driver could
earn 1,200 shillings ($11/9 euros) on a
good day, estimated Feiswal.  

Heritage in peril 
“If the county is able to create perma-

nent jobs for the youth, they should do so,
we will then stop the boda boda business.
If they can’t, then they should let us find
our own means of surviving,” said
Abdallah Mohamed, the secretary of the
boda boda cooperative. Authorities are
aware of the problem and trying to work
with young people to find alternative liveli-
hoods, said Aboud, the deputy governor.
“Somebody who is hungry, who is looking
for something to eat, will not buy your idea
of saying ‘let’s preserve this for a tourist’,”
he said.

But for UNESCO, the threat to Lamu
goes beyond the boda boda problem.
“The perils, there are many,” said Karalyn
Monteil, program specialist for culture at
UNESCO headquarters in Nairobi. She
said boda bodas pose a visible challenge
but Lamu’s cultural heritage was under
siege from multiple threats, including
urban encroachment, development pres-
sure such as that from the new port, and
waste management.

“All these are ongoing challenges that
UNESCO has been looking at with the
site for a while... It is urgent that Kenya
takes action,” Monteil said. If nothing is
done, the World Heritage Committee
could add Lamu to its list of heritage
sites in danger at its next meeting in
July. — AFP

A man packs sand into reed-baskets saddled on his donkeys to transport as a motorcycle taxi
operator stops alongside to pick a passenger at the historic town of Lamu.


